We suggest a way to perform parsimonious instrumental variables estimation in the presence of many, and potentially weak, instruments. In contrast to standard methods, our approach yields consistent estimates when the set of instrumental variables complies with a factor structure. In this sense, our method is equivalent to instrumental variables estimation that is based on principal components. However, even if the factor structure is weak or nonexistent, our method, unlike the principal components approach, still yields consistent estimates. Indeed, simulations indicate that our approach always dominates standard instrumental variables estimation, regardless of whether the factor relationship underlying the set of instruments is strong, weak, or absent.
Introduction
Recent work in instrumental variable estimation has considered two distinct routes. The first is one where instrumental variables are only weakly correlated with the endogenous explanatory variables of an instrumental variables (IV) regression. Work by, e.g., Phillips (1983) , Rothenberg (1984) , Stock and Yogo (2003b) and Chao and Swanson (2005) consider a natural measure of instrument weakness (or strength) in a linear IV framework to be the so-called concentration parameter. In standard analysis the concentration parameter is taken to grow at the rate of the sample size whereas in the case of weak instruments this parameter grows more slowly or in the extreme case introduced and considered by Staiger and Stock (1997) it remains finite asymptotically. In the case of weak instruments, the properties of IV estimators such as two stage least squares (2SLS) and limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) are affected relative to the case of strong instruments and the estimators may, in fact, be inconsistent.
Another direction in IV research involves the case where the number of available instruments is large. This approach was first taken by Morimune (1983) and later generalized by Bekker (1994) . Other relevant papers include Donald and Newey (2001) , Hahn et al. (2001) , Hahn and Kuersteiner (2002) , and Chao and Swanson (2004) . More recently, the two different stands have been combined to provide a comprehensive framework for the analysis of the properties of IV estimators in the case of many weak instruments. Work on this includes Hansen et al. (2006) , Stock and Yogo (2003a) , Newey (2004) and Chao and Swanson (2005) . A clear conclusion from this work suggests that inconsistency of IV estimators is a probable outcome when many weak instruments are used.
With this in mind, further recent developments focus on considering parsimonious modeling assumptions for the set of instruments to avoid IV estimator inconsistency. In particular, Kapetanios and Marcellino (2006) suggest that imposing a factor structure on the set of instruments, extracting estimates of these factors and using them as instruments can be very useful. This factor-based IV estimation is powerful when factor structures exist but loses its desirable properties in the absence of a factor structure. In this paper we suggest an alternative parsimonious approach for carrying out IV estimation in the presence of many (and therefore potentially partially weak) instruments. This approach is based on using partial least squares (PLS) to obtain a fit for each of the endogenous explanatory variables using the instruments. The advantages of using PLS based IV estimation are many. We can show that, in the presence of a factor structure, PLS is equivalent to principal component based Factor IV estimation. However, if the factor structure is weak or even non-existent PLS IV remains consistent.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 develops the theoretical properties of the PLS instrumental variable estimator. Section 3 studies the finite sample properties of PLS-IV estimation using Monte Carlo experiments. Finally, Section 4 summarizes and concludes.
All proofs are contained in the Appendix.
Theory
Let the equation of interest be
where the k regressors in x t = (x 1,t , ..., x k,t ) are possibly correlated with the error term t .
A usual source of endogeneity is, of course, simultaneity, which is widespread in applied macroeconomic applications based on single equation estimation. Let us assume that there exist N instrumental variables, z t = (z 1,t , ..., z N,t ) , generated by a factor model with r ≥ k unobservable factors, f t = (f 1,t , ..., f r,t ) :
where r is much smaller than N . Therefore, each instrumental variable can be decomposed into a common component (an element of Λ 0 f t ) that is driven by a few common forces, the factors, and an idiosyncratic component (an element of v t ). When the latter is small compared to the former, the information in the large set of N instrumental variables z t can be efficiently summarized by the r factors f t . We will not solely focus our analysis to the above factor model since we will consider the case Λ 0 = 0 which implies the lack of a factor structure.
As the data generation mechanisms for x t we consider
with E(u t t ) = 0 to introduce simultaneity in (1).
We will consider estimation of β based on a variant of two stage least squares where each of the first stage regressions (x j,t on z t ) is carried out using partial least squares (PLS) and for this we now review PLS. A simple algorithm to construct k 1 PLS factors is discussed among others, in detail, in Helland (1990) . Assuming for simplicity that both x t and z t have been normalised to have zero mean, a simplified version of the algorithm for x j,t is given below Helland (1988 Helland ( , 1990 ) provide a general description of the partial least squares (PLS) regression problem. Helland (1988) shows that the PLS estimates of the regression coefficients, α j , of the regression of x j,t on z t obtained implicitly via PLS Algorithm 1 and a regression of x j,t on f j,s,t s = 1, ..., m, can be equivalently obtained by the following formulaα
Determine the
where
Having briefly reviewed PLS we refer to Groen and Kapetanios (2008) for a more detailed discussion. Next, we introduce our estimator. Stacking observations across time for our model presented above gives:
. We define the PLS-IV estimator as:
where X P LS = (x 1,P LS , . . . , x T,P LS ) denote the matrix of fitted values for X using a P LS regression.
We make the following assumptions which are standard in the principal component (PC)
based factor estimation literature. 
For τ i,j,t,s ≡ E(v i,t v j,s ) the following hold
• (N T ) −1 T s=1 T t=1 | N i=1 τ i,i,t,s | ≤ M • |1/N N i=1 τ i,i,s,s | ≤ M for all s • N −1 N i=1 N j=1 |τ i,j,s,s | ≤ M • (N T ) −1 T s=1 T t=1 N i=1 N j=1 |τ i,j,t,s | ≤ M • For every (t, s), E|(N ) −1/2 N i=1 (v i,s v i,t − τ i,i,s,t )| 4 ≤ M
Assumption 2 t is a martingale difference sequence with finite fourth moment and E(
Assumption 3 (x t , z t ) are jointly stationary. z t is predetermined, so that E(z it t ) = 0, i = 1, ..., N . The probability limit of
T is finite and nonsingular. E(z t x t ) has full column rank k. x t and z t have finite fourth moments.
Assumption 1 is standard in the factor literature. In particular, it is used in, e.g., Stock and Watson (2002) and Bai (2003) to prove consistency and asymptotic normality (at certain rates) of the principal component based estimator of the factors, and by Bai and Ng (2006) to show consistency of the parameter estimators in factor augmented regressions.
Assumption 3 guarantees that standard IV estimation using z t as instruments is feasible, and Assumption 2 that it is efficient.
We make the following additional assumptions:
be factorised as follows:
These assumptions deserve some comment. Assumption 4 states that the variables in Z are asymptotically with respect to N collinear. It is instructive to compare this assumption with the standard factor assumption. In one sense this assumption is stronger than the standard factor assumption because in standard factor models the sum of all bounded eigenvalues of the covariance matrix is O(N ) whereas under assumption 4 it is o(N ). On the other hand this assumption is weaker. Under a standard factor assumption there can be only a finite number of unbounded eigenvalues, and hence unbounded singular values, for the covariance matrix of the data. In our case we can have an infinity of unbounded eigenvalues as long as the sum of all but the first r eigenvalues is o(N ). In particular the remainder term, R, can, in fact, be parameterized as a neglected 'weak' factor model whose eigenvalue characterisation allows for unbounded eigenvalues which, however, have to grow at a rate slower than N . Assumption 2 is a mild, high level, assumption. It is sufficient to have a central limit theorem for (z i,t z j,t − σ i,j ) for this assumption to hold. The above assumptions are needed to derive an equivalence between PC and PLS which in turn will lead to desirable properties for PLS-IV following the analysis of Factor-IV of Kapetanios and Marcellino (2003) .
We therefore need to impose both sets of assumptions to obtain our first result. Note that the combination of both sets of assumptions is basically restrictive only to the extent that it implies that the eigenvalues of the population covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic term are both bounded and their sum does not grow as fast as N . We now present our first result Theorem 1 Let assumptions 4-5 hold. Letβ 2SP LS andβ 2SP C denote the PLS IV estimator and Factor-IV estimator of Kapetanios and Marcellino (2003) 
respectively. Then, there exists a finite number of PLS factors such that for that number of PLS factors
√ T (β 2SP LS −β 2SP C ) = o p (1).
If further, assumptions 1-3 hold then, for the same number of PLS factors
where Σ f denotes the covariance matrix of f t .
As we said in the Introduction, the above result is of secondary importance given the existence of Factor-IV. However, the next result provides a powerful justification for considering PLS-IV. For this, we need the following assumption 
This theorem has a number of implications. Firstly, a cursory examination of the proof immediately suggests that, for finite N , PLS-IV is √ T -consistent and asymptotically normal. Secondly, we note that the result is not just a consistency result as is common in the literature on many instruments but also a rate result under reasonably mild assumptions.
Finally, we note that the setup of (3) is one where not all instruments can be strong, in the sense that some elements of A 0 Z are either zero or implicitly become smaller as N increases. Two leading cases can be mentioned: One is where a finite subset of z t are strong instruments, in the sense that their coefficients in A 0 Z , remain bounded away from zero as N and the rest are weak. The other leading case is one where all instruments are weak. In both cases PLS-IV will be consistent as long as lim N →∞ E(z t x t ) has full column rank. We do not explore formally such issues preferring to leave our formal analysis to the level of generality posited in Theorem 2.
Monte Carlo Study
The setup of the Monte Carlo experiments is:
and either The instrumental variables z it are generated by the model in (10). The parameter p controls the "strength" of the factor structure. We consider the values p = 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.33, 0.45, 0.5.
When p = 0 we are in the standard case analyzed by, e.g., Watson (2002) and Bai (2003) . When p > 0 we are in the weak factor structure case, as discussed in Kapetanios and Marcellino (2003) . The parameter c 1 controls the relative size of the idiosyncratic component, so that a larger value of c 1 makes factor estimation harder, at least for small values of N . In the base case we set c 1 = 1, but we also consider experiments with c 1 = 0.5. Note also that c 1 appears in (10) so that high values of c 1 will reduce the influence of f t on x t .
So, overall increasing the value of c 1 should have a negative influence on the performance of a factor based IV estimator although not necessarily PLS-IV in view of Theorem 2. We use two different generating mechanisms for x it : (11) and (12). We also consider two cases that relate to the presence of factors. In the first case, c = 1, and in the second case, c = 0.
If c = 1 we set q = 1 since the cross-sectional sum of z jt needs to be normalised by N −1 , in this case, to remain bounded in probability. whereas the normalisation should be N −1/2 when c = 0. Finally, if c = 1 we set d j = 1 whereas if c = 0, we consider two cases: In the first case, we set d j ∼ N (1, 1). This implies that all the variables, z it , get the same weight on average in determining x it . In the second case we wish to have different weights on different z jt . This is important as it is likely in practical applications for different instruments to be of different importance for the first-stage regression. Therefore, we adopt the scheme used in Model 1 of the simulation study of Donald and Newey (2001) , which is given by
where c(N ) is chosen so that the R 2 of (12) is 0.5. Results on the MSE of the PLS-IV and Standard IV estimators are reported in Tables 1-3. Results make interesting reading. PLS-IV dominates standard IV in all cases considered. This dominance is clearest when there is a strong factor structure in the data but it extends to cases where the factor structure is weak or completely nonexistent. Interestingly and in accordance with the results of Theorem 2, the performance of PLS-IV does not deteriorate sharply as the factor structure weakens and, unlike Factor-IV, remains dominant over standard IV, irrespective of the coefficient pattern for the first-stage regression.
Conclusion
In this paper we suggest a parsimonious approach for carrying out IV estimation in the presence of many (and therefore potentially partially weak) instruments. This approach is based on using partial least squares (PLS) to obtain a fit for each of the endogenous explanatory variables using the instruments. The advantages of using PLS based IV estimation are many. We have shown that, in the presence of a factor structure, PLS is equivalent to principal component based Factor IV estimation. However, if the factor structure is weak or even non-existent PLS IV remains consistent and can even outperform IV estimation based on cross-sectional averages. Further PLS IV does not depend on a tuning parameter, at least to the extent that shrinkage IV estimation does. Our Monte Carlo study suggests that PLS-IV is as good as PC based factor IV when there exists a factor structure but remains better than standard IV when there is no factor structure. As a result this method combines the desirable properties of Factor-IV in the special case of a factor structure while still providing very good performance in the general case where no factor structure appears in the data.
Proof of Theorem 1
We have thatβ
Note that these estimators can be written aŝ
respectively, where X P C = (x 1,P C , . . . , x T,P C ) and X P LS = (x 1,P LS , . . . , x T,P LS ) denote the matrix of fitted values for X using a P C or P LS regression respectively. For future use
We wish to prove that
We need to prove that
and
It is sufficient to show that
for j = 1, . . . k. Then, (13) immediately follows and (14) can be proven similarly. Let α j,P C andα j,P LS denote the implied estimated regression coefficients from the P C or P LS regression respectively. Then,
Bu, by assumption 5 the LLN for stationary, ergodic processes implies that
where σ j,xz = E (x j,t z t ). But σ j,xz = O N 1/2 . Noting that, by theorem 1 of Groen and Kapetanios (2008) ,
follows immediately, proving the result of the Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2
To prove this Theorem we need the following Lemma
Lemma 1 Let assumptions 5 and 6 hold. Then,
and Ψ is a positive definite matrix.
To prove the required result, we assume without loss of generality that E(z t ) = 0. We
We note that
Further, note that
where σ j,xz = E (x j,t z t ). Then, it follows that
It suffices to show thatâ
zz is positive definite for all T > N 0 for some N 0 > N , and therefore (16) follows if
But, by assumption 5
Hence, (16) follows if N/T → 0. The result is proven if we note that, by assumption 6
is full column rank and p lim T,N →∞ Z Z = Σ zz is nonsingular. This proves Lemma 1.
To prove Theorem 2, we have that
We first examine
. We have
We next examineÂ P LS Z V /T . By arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 1, we have that
But given that x j,t and v t are independent and have finite variance, it follows that z t π j has finite variance. Since, further, z i,t follow uniformly a CLT, it follows that
Next, we examine Then, using (18) and similarly to above we have that
Overall, it then follows that
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